
The increasing cost pressure in traditional media and entertainment 
companies and the risks associated with new, unproven business 
models in digital media make the ability to analyze business and 
audience data of critical importance to this industry. Microsoft® 
Business Intelligence solutions can provide your employees with 
immediate and convenient access to data and insights  
to confidently make informed decisions in the fast-paced 
environment that characterizes the media industry.

Drive Pervasive Business Performance 
Microsoft provides a robust business intelligence platform that helps 
people improve business performance at a strategic, tactical, and 
organizational level within media businesses. The solution is built  
on the powerful end-to-end Microsoft SQL Server 2005 platform and is 
delivered throughout your organization via the familiar Microsoft Office 
desktop experience. This integrated approach means you can deliver 
tools for use throughout the company to improve planning, budgeting, 
and forecasting as well as anticipate customer needs, while keeping 
costs under control.

Microsoft Business Intelligence solutions include management tools and 
processes designed to help optimize corporate, business unit and 
marketing campaign-level performance. By focusing on planning, 
forecasting, and other key measures unique to the media business,  
these performance management tools help you make optimum use of 
financial, operational, sales, and human resource data. Equally important, 
you gain a single, common overview of your company’s business. 

Create Flexible, Customized Scorecards 
Dynamic business scorecards help you track and analyze financial, 
operational, customer, marketing campaign and human resource 
information across your organization, gaining insight into the drivers 
that affect business performance. Microsoft Office Business Scorecard 
Manager gives you a single interface for viewing Key Performance 
Indicators (KPIs) so that you can combine real-time data with historical 
data, analytical tools, policies, and processes. 

Analyze Root Cause and Business Trends 
Analytics are critical for your decision makers to understand the reasons 
behind business change so they can take action on the results. ProClarity 
Analytics 6, a component of Microsoft PerformancePoint Server, helps move 
your decision makers beyond simply monitoring ‘what’ is happening in 
the business to understanding ‘why.’ Intuitive data navigation, powerful 
calculation techniques, and patented data visualizations help your users 
explore large quantities of data in a way that provides rapid insight.

Develop Insight
Plan, budget, forecast, assess media campaign delivery performance 
and gain a detailed view into supporting documentation. Create reports 
and charts, and set role-based permissions, whether data comes from a 
relational, multidimensional, or user-defined data source. “Click to 
analyze” functionality in ProClarity helps your decision-makers go 
beyond monitoring data in other Microsoft Business Intelligence 
applications to quickly investigating the root cause of business changes.

Simplify Collaboration 
PerformancePoint integrates seamlessly with Microsoft SharePoint to 
dramatically improve communication and enhance collaboration 
contextually. Tight integration with Microsoft Office SharePoint® Server 
2007 makes it easier to work together in ways that can lead to greater 
collaborative performance, transparency and customer satisfication.

Drive Business Results 
Easily deploy scorecard or analytic views to an Office SharePoint site, a 
browser, or directly to other applications, such as PowerPoint, in the 
2007 Microsoft Office system. Improving collaboration can make it 
possible for you to align goals and behavior with overall strategic 
business plans, which can lead to better overall performance.

Manage Your Business Intelligence and Data 
Warehousing Infrastructure
Decision makers rely on their ability to access the right information  
at the right time in the right format. Working with rights-managed 
content, you understand the importance of protecting business critical 
information while requiring swift and reliable access to data. Draw on 
the extensive business intelligence capabilities provided by SQL Server 
2005 with its enhanced security capabilities, as well as innovations in 
reporting, data integration, development tools, and analytics.

Benefit from Powerful Data Integration 
Integrate and analyze data from multiple sources with SQL Server 2005 
Integration Services. Integration Services performs complex integration, 
transformation, and synthesis at high speeds for very large data 
volumes. Fully programmable, embeddable, and extensible, Integration 
Services is an ideal extract-transform-load (ETL) platform to help you 
access and use data from many different sources for business intelligence.

Take Advantage of the Industry-Leading OLAP Engine 
You can rely on the high-quality performance of SQL Server 2005, which 
delivers an industry leading online analytical processing (OLAP) engine, 
as well as built-in data mining. Develop more extensive and complex 
analytic models using the robust and enhanced capabilities of SQL 
Server 2005 Analysis Services. Build multidimensional OLAP cubes and 
analyze data from any data warehouse or data source.
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Easily Create and Distribute Reports 
With SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services, it is easier to create traditional 
and interactive reports, and distribute them as broadly  
or narrowly as you choose throughout your business. The centrally-
managed reporting system, with customization and wizards, means you 
can design, create and preview reports more quickly, and publish them 
your way. You can also export report data directly to Office Excel 2007 
for further analysis. And because it is modular and Web-based, 
Reporting Services scales easily to support high-volume environments. 
Because reports are based on centrally stored and managed data, 
reports are also based on accurate, current data.

Customize Development Using Familiar Tools 
Develop business intelligence applications more efficiently using 
Business Intelligence Developer Studio, the first integrated development 
environment for business intelligence applications. Built on the Microsoft 
Visual Studio® 2005 development system, Business Intelligence 
Developer Studio provides a common environment developers can use 
to work more efficiently. They will also like the project templates that 
provide context for creating specific constructs and functions specific to 
business intelligence applications. And you can customize the 
development environment to match your own design and development 
style.

Media & Entertainment Industry Scenarios
Microsoft Business Intelligence enables improved decision making by 
providing an integrated solution to reduce time and effort required for 
decision makers to find, access, analyze and gain insight into business 
information. In the media industry, there are a number of scenarios 
where business intelligence can have a real impact on the performance 
of your business.

Customer Segmentation Correlation 
Disconnected internal and external data sources prevent meaningful 
correlation between data sets and segmenting customers according to 
their characteristics and behaviors – all of which would be most useful 
for better serving these customers from an editorial content perspective 
and better targeting customers from an advertising perspective. With a 
Business Intelligence solution from Microsoft, a meaningful correlation of 
customer segmentation data can improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency of marketing campaigns and increases the value of the 
advertising space to advertisers.

Customer Campaigns & Retention 
Winning new customers is expensive, so marketing campaigns need close 
monitoring to maximize effectiveness. Equally proactive measures are 
needed to maintain subscription revenues. PerformancePoint with SQL 
Reporting Services brings together data from ERP systems, CRM 
systems, and subscription databases to provide insight into campaign 
metrics, expiring subscriptions, renewal rates, and new wins.

Process Management
Managing complex production processes in the media industy, which 
may involve 1000s of individual tasks and a multitude of deliverables, is 
difficult without an integrated view on the status of the overall content 
management process, with the capability to drill down into the status of 
each individual task. With Microsoft’s Business Intelligence platform 
media companies can track even the most complex production 
processes, extracting data from different sources and combining them 
into one cohesive overview about the process status. This way, costly 
last-minute fixes and costly deadline overruns can be avoided.

Audience Ratings
Attracting audiences is at the core of each media company’s value 
proposition, so keeping track of audience ratings and understanding 
how editorial and advertising content impacts audience ratings and 
market shares is crucial for media companies. With a Microsoft Business 
Intelligence solution, audience ratings provided by external sources can 
easily and effectively be combined with existing program schedules and 
content timelines, so that program planners can improve their 
scheduling based on the insights gained from analyzing the correlations 
between these factors.

License Management 
To effectively monetize their content, media companies need to keep 
track of their licenses and make sure they actually use their exhibition 
rights before the expiry. By mapping licensing, genre information and 
ratings onto program schedules, the need to acquire new licenses for 
content of certain genres can be identified well in advance, and expiring 
“unused” licenses can be avoided.

Ad Bookings 
An important source of revenue for media companies is selling 
advertising space or airtime. Keeping track of ad bookings and how they 
relate to the latest programming or editorial schedule, and the type of 
content is important for media companies. Microsoft’s Business 
Intelligence tools allow media companies to analyse the correlations 
between these parameters, gain insight into how they affect each other, 
and improve profitability by building a more attractive advertising 
platform.


